Abstract-Many radars suffer from masking of weaker targets Another filter is constructed based on the inverse of the coby stronger ones due to range sidelobes of pulse compression variance matrix and acts on the MF signal. Smaller targets are codes. We propose a method to prevent this by successively identified by checking the filtered MF signal. At each iteration detecting targets and canceling their effects. Performance of the of the algorithm, target powers are reestimated and filters are proposed method will be investigated in various scenarios with of [4] , the LS method suffers from lack of considering the code of the pulse compression. However, range sidelobes entire set of received radar returns if a small window is used, are observed at the matched filter output due to non-ideal since it does not account for the samples right before and after correlation properties. The sidelobes of a large target might the window. If the window size is kept large, possibly covering be quite strong and mask smaller targets unless this issue is all the received signals, the MMSE method has no benefit in specifically taken into account.
I. INTRODUCTION
estimated covariance matrix is reportedly ill-conditioned and Pulse compression is a widely used technique to avoid thus ad hoc methods are used to avoid numerical instability the limited peak power problem in radar systems. Pulse in running the algorithm [4] . compression schemes are identical to spread spectrum systems
In [4] , the LS and MMSE methods are compared. According in that detection is performed by a filter matched to the to [4] , the LS method suffers from lack of considering the code of the pulse compression. However, range sidelobes entire set of received radar returns if a small window is used, are observed at the matched filter output due to non-ideal since it does not account for the samples right before and after correlation properties. The sidelobes of a large target might the window. If the window size is kept large, possibly covering be quite strong and mask smaller targets unless this issue is all the received signals, the MMSE method has no benefit in specifically taken into account. performance when compared to the LS method. Therefore, in Constant false alarm rate based algorithms have been used order to compare with our method we select the LS method to prevent the above mentioned problem, though with little whose window covers all the received returns. success [1] . Recently a couple of algorithms were proposed Another alternative is obtaining the target's phasor from to remedy this problem with better success. Two of the most the MF output and canceling part of the signal due to the popular among these algorithms are the least squares (LS) target. This can be repeated for each detected target. Since estimation and the minimum mean square error (MMSE) this method successively detects a signal and cancels the estimation. In [2] , [3] , LS based methods are proposed whereas signal from the overall MF output, we will refer to it as MMSE algorithm is run recursively in [4] .
Successive Target Cancelation (STC). STC is based on basic The LS algorithm [2] , [3] estimates the received return sam-operations such as addition and subtraction. It does not include ples by minimizing the squared errors between the observed matrix inversion or other complex operations and hence is received return samples and the estimated ones. As a result, simple and easy to handle. This algorithm known as the the LS method is optimum in the squared error sense. LS esti-CLEAN algorithm [5] was applied in image processing [6] , mation is performed by multiplying the received signal in the [7] and astronomy [8] , [9] as a deconvolution method. A vector form by matrices obtained from code auto-correlation. similar method is called Successive Interference Cancelation Inversion of a n x n matrix is necessary in this method where in communication literature [10] and is usually employed for n is the length of the received signal. Although the matrix multi-user detection. We will investigate the performance of inversion is done off-line, the multiplication operation has an this approach for radar applications in this report.
order of 0 (n2) and thus it is prohibitively computationally The outline of the paper is as follows. We describe the intensive. Hence, the greater the number of the samples taken method by analyzing a two target scenario in Section 2. for the received return signal is, the more computationally The simulation results are presented in Section 3. The paper complex the LS algorithm becomes.
concludes with Section 4. While running the MMSE algorithm [4] , a filter is generated by using the matched filter (MF) output first to obtain target power estimates. A signal covariance matrix is obtained for each range bin to be inspected from target power estimates. 
where * denotes the convolution operation and the front-end receiver filters and samplers are constructed in a way that w(k) where s(k) is the transmitted signal, w(k) is the additive is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at time k. The noise, and '*' denotes the convolution operation. The basic AWGN is taken to be circularly symmetric complex Gaussian CLEAN algorithm is presented in its entirety in Table 1. with mean 0 and variance No. The received signal is passed 
2) Find the peak in Jm(k) > T. If no such point exists, halt. (4) 3) If the peak exceeds T and its location is u so that Im(u) is the largest, where n7(k) = w(k) * s8 (-k) and the autocorrelation of s(k) estimate the target at k =a by is r(k) =s(k) * s*(-k). In order to clarify the basic idea of the CLEAN algorithm, 1 it is beneficial to investigate a simplified radar scenario. m(ki) r(ki -k2) n(ki) Therefore, the simplest scenario where only two targets exist 1-r(O) = lr(O) (6) both at zero Doppler frequency will be studied. The effect of noise will be taken into consideration whereas clutter is We thus obtain an estimate of a1 which is biased. The mean neglected in this section. For simplicity, the value of A is taken of the estimate has an additive term affected by a2, though as 1. We consider the case that the power difference between its effect is through the sidelobes so that the code employed two targets is larger than the code sidelobes so that the weak reduces this effect. target cannot be detected by simply checking the matched filter
We will now subtract the signal that is due to target 1 using 
by the receiver We now like to detect target 2 based on this updated MF signal.
As seen in (7), the largest peak of Im'(k)l will be at k -k 886 with high probability. At k = k2, sidelobes and it affected the phasor estimate of target 1 as signal in a filter, it can be determined whether at least a single seen in (6). This overshooting may be corrected by another target is present in that filter. If at least one target exists, then iteration of the algorithm. When target 2 is canceled from the the STC algorithm is run for that filter. In the STC method, the MF output currently held by the algorithm, the following is distortion due to Doppler is taken into account by modifying obtained:
the auto-correlation c(k). In this case, the auto-correlation is In Figure 6 , both target signals are deterministic, have fixed to the target density when Doppler frequencies of targets are randomly powers, and are 7 range bins apart from each other. In this distributed with the uniform density between 1500 and 2500Hz. -figure, the power of the large target is 28dB higher than the power of the small target. The Doppler frequencies of the for an unbiased estimation. However, the missing point is that large target and the small target are 2200 Hz and 1700 Hz our method STC obtains a biased estimate. Therefore, residual respectively. The noise power No is varied so that the SNR error performance of the STC method can be better than that effect on Pd can be examined. 1000 samples are taken for of the LS method. Figure 7 , the small target signal is formed randomly with increases the random errors tend to diminish in most range a complex Gaussian distribution for each 1000 Pulse compression is ubiquitously used in radar applications. The standard matched filtering not only solves the limited peak power problem but also maximizes the received SNR of the target in the existence of white noise. However, this technique has the problem of sidelobe masking of smaller targets in the vicinity of large targets due to non-ideal correlation properties. To overcome this problem, we propose a new method called Successive Target Cancelation (STC). Basically, the STC method detects target signals and cancels them out from the matched filter output successively.
According to the simulation results, STC performs well as long as the number of targets in the received signal is not excessively large. The Doppler effect can be easily taken into account in STC without much degradation in performance. In general, the successive target cancelation (STC) method almost carries out the optimum performance in the squared error sense. Moreover, it has lower complexity compared to other methods. Hence, it presents a viable solution to sidelobe
